Introduction
Sound isolation in cars is desirable, especially
in cars with aftermarket stereo systems. Mass
loaded vinyl (usually called MLV) can be used as a
sound barrier to prevent noise from entering the
cabin from outside the car, and also to isolate the
noise from the rear of a speaker mounted in a car's
door. There is a common rule of thumb that claims
mass loaded vinyl is significantly more effective at
sound isolation when it is not rigidly attached to
nearby surfaces such as the sheet metal in a car
door. The rule of thumb claims placing a material
such as closed cell foam between the MLV and the
nearby surfaces will decouple the MLV so that it can
block sound more effectively.

F IGURE 1: A MASS /SPRING MODEL

All mass/spring systems have a resonant
frequency fo which is determined by the stiffness of
the spring and the amount of mass attached to the
spring. The resonant frequency can be written as:

Hypothesis to test
Closed cell foam is a good choice for
decoupling mass loaded vinyl from surfaces in order
to improve sound isolation.

Experiment
Attach mass loaded vinyl to a vibrating
surface (base) with a decoupling layer of material
between the base and the vinyl. Vibrate the base and
measure the resulting vibrations in the mass loaded
vinyl to determine the performance of each
decoupling material. The performance can be
measured as the transmissibility ratio (TR for short).
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In order to have a low resonant frequency,
the spring must have a low stiffness relative to the
mass. The performance of a decoupling material is
measured in terms of the TR: the amplitude of the
mass displacement (
) divided by the amplitude
of the base displacement (
).
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In other words, the TR is how much the mass
moves relative to how much the base moves at the
same frequency (Figure 2).

The control will be a measurement taken
without any decoupling layer and the vinyl attached
directly to the vibrating base. The TR of the control
will be compared to the TR of many decoupling
materials.

Background and Theory
The vibrating base, the decoupling layer, and
the mass loaded vinyl can be thought of as a simple
mass/spring/damper system with one degree of
freedom (Figure 1). The decoupling layer acts as both
a spring with stiffness k, and also as a damper with
damping R. The mass loaded vinyl acts as a mass m.
For the scope of this experiment, damping will not be
considered

F IGURE 2: THE TRANSMISSIBILITY RATIO (TR)
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A high-performance decoupling layer will
have a low TR which means good vibration isolation.
TR is usually graphed vs frequency because it is a
frequency-dependent attribute (Figure 3).
At low frequencies, the TR is 1.0 because the
mass and the base both move the same amount. As
the frequency increases, the mass begins to move
more relative to the base. At the resonant frequency
fo the mass will be moving the most and the TR will
be significantly more than 1.0. Slightly above the
resonant frequency, the TR will decrease and again
have a value of 1. The frequency where this occurs is
called the transition frequency f1 (Figure 3).

frequencies played by a woofer in a car door (less
than 80hz). For isolation of road noise when
installing MLV near the wheel wells or under the
carpet on the floor, the transition frequency should
be as low as practical.

Experiment Setup
A sample piece of each decoupling material
was cut into a 1.5" square and a piece of mass loaded
vinyl was cut to the same size and glued on top using
cyanoacrylate glue (also called CA or super-glue).
One exception is for a material that already had vinyl
bonded on top: Second Skin's Luxury Liner Pro. Each
vinyl/decoupling sample was then glued to a piece of
high-adhesion tape, already attached to a flat/rigid
dust cap on a 6.5" woofer which served as the
vibrating base. After each sample is measured, the
tape allows the sample to be removed and the
vibrating base can be re-used (Figure 4).

F IGURE 3 TRANSMISSIBILITY RATIO (TR) VS FREQUENCY

When plotted vs frequency, the TR of a
mass/spring system has two interesting regions
divided by the transition frequency. The
amplification frequency region is below the
transition frequency f1. Here the TR is always greater
than 1 meaning the mass moves more than the
vibrating base, acting like an amplifier for any
vibrations in this frequency range.

F IGURE 4 EACH SAMPLE OF DECOUPLING MATERIAL

White correction fluid was applied to the top
of each piece of vinyl so the laser could reflect off of
it. A small piece of sheet metal was also glued on to
the dust cap so the motion of the base could be
measured (Figure 5).

The isolation frequency region is above the
transition frequency f1. Here the TR it always below
1 meaning the mass moves less relative to the
vibrating base and this results in vibration isolation,
which is desired.
For this experiment, a decoupling layer is only
beneficial if the transition frequency is less than the
lowest frequency where sound isolation is desired.
MLV is typically installed in a car door so the
transition frequency should be lower than

F IGURE 5 VINYL AND DECOUPLING LAYER MOUNTED TO BASE
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The software Room EQ Wizard was used to
make all measurements. The headphone jack of a
Tascam UH-7000 sound interface was connected to
the speaker terminals (vibrating base). The laser
inferometer outputs a signal that is captured by the
Tascam and then fed back into the Room EQ Wizard
software, very similar to reading a microphone.

Example Measurement
With the decoupling material mounted to the
vibrating base, the laser is aimed at the piece of
sheet metal on the base so the motion of the base
can be measured. This is the green trace on the
graph below labeled as the displacement of the
vibrating base (
).
Next, the laser is aimed at the mass loaded
vinyl and the motion of the vinyl is measured. This is
the red trace on the graph below (
).

F IGURE 6 EXAMPLE MEASUREMENT: DISPLACEMENT OF VINYL AND BASE

From the graph in Figure 6, the TR can be
calculated. Room EQ Wizard makes this easy with
trace arithmetic: divide the displacement of the vinyl
by the displacement of the base. See Figure 7.

Note the TR in Figure 7 is not centered about
the value 1 because the graph is in decibel scale.
Zero decibels (0dB) on this scale is the same as a TR
of 1, meaning the mass and the base are both
moving the same amount.
The area above 0dB on the graph is the
amplification region, and the area below 0dB on the
graph is the isolation region. The resonant frequency
fo of this decoupling material is about 45hz, and the
transition frequency f1 is just under 70hz.

Results
A total of fourteen different decoupling
materials were tested. The TR of thirteen of these
materials are displayed in Figure 8. The control for
this experiment, MLV mounted to the vibrating base
without any decoupling layer, is shown in bold with a
transition frequency of 1.5khz.

F IGURE 8TRANSMISSIBILITY RATIO OF 13 OF THE 14 MATERIALS TESTED.
V INYL WITHOUT ANY DECOUPLING LAYER ( BOLD )

Notice only two of the materials in Figure 8
have a transition frequency below 80hz. One
material tested had a TR that was so low it is not
visible without dramatically extending the vertical
axis in Figure 8 down to -110dB as shown in Figure 9.
The 14th decoupling material (teal) in Figure
9 has a spring stiffness so low that the transition
frequency is less than 10hz and is literally off the
chart. This particular material (synthetic pillow
stuffing) seems like it would be the perfect
decoupling layer to use for mass loaded vinyl.
Or is it?

F IGURE 7 TRANSMISSIBILITY RATIO FOR EXAMPLE MEASUREMENT
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softest materials are synthetic pillow stuffing, 3m
Thinsulate, and Second Skin Heatwave.

F IGURE 9 THE 14TH DECOUPLING MATERIAL 'S TR IS INCREDIBLE

To make presenting the data easier, the only
data point that is important is the transition
frequency (f1) for each material and they are
summarized in the table below.

Synthetic Pillow Stuffing 1/2"

Transition
Frequency
< 10 hz

3m Thinsulate 0.75"

26 hz

Decoupling Material & thickness

Second Skin Heatwave 3/8"

67 hz

Sonic Barrier (Parts-Express) 1/2"

321 hz

Sonic Barrier (Parts-Express) 1/4"

428 hz

Carpet Felt 1/2"

832 hz

Second Skin Luxury Liner Pro 1/4"

970 hz

Speaker Carpet 1/8"

972 hz

Second Skin Overkill 1/8"

975 hz

RAAM Ensolite (sample 2) 1/8"

1,040 hz

Generic Open Cell Foam 1/4"

1,070 hz

Sound Deadener Showdown Neoprene 1/8"

1,400 hz

MLV, no decoupler

1,440 hz

RAAM Ensolite (sample 1) 1/8"

1,550 hz

Analysis
The hypothesis to be tested is:

In practical use, mass loaded vinyl is installed
under carpet and behind trim panels with little or no
extra space, causing the materials to be in constant
contact with their surroundings. Some products try
to overcome this limitation by placing some
decoupling material on each side of the vinyl to
create a sandwich so the vinyl is always supported by
decoupling material on all sides.
When two decoupling layers are combined in
series like this, the effective stiffness is twice the
stiffness of either layer individually. To counter this
effect, each layer of decoupling material could be
twice as thick, but then two layers of decoupling
material are required and each layer is twice as thick
as normal. This results in a stack of material four
times as thick as before. If using the thinnest
material with a transition frequency below 80hz
(Heatwave) at 3/8” thick, the stack of material would
become 1.5” thick and it becomes impractical to
install in a car due to the limited space available
under carpet and behind trim panels.

Conclusion
Trying to decouple mass loaded vinyl in a car
audio installation is not practical due to the limited
space available to work with under factory carpet
and trim panels. Even if enough space was available
to work with, closed cell foam is not a good material
to use as a decoupling layer because something as
soft as pillow stuffing would be required.

Closed cell foam is a good choice for decoupling mass
loaded vinyl from surfaces in order to improve sound
isolation.

Instead, hang the vinyl as loosely as possible
to allow the natural damping properties of the vinyl
to dissipate vibrations.

Closed cell foams in the table have transition
frequencies >900hz and have similar performance to
no decoupler at all. The hypothesis is false.

PS. A huge thank you to everyone at diyma who
donated materials for this experiment:

If closed cell foam is not a good decoupling
material to use, what is? Remember the ideal
decoupling material has a very soft spring stiffness
relative to the mass and according to the table, the

Josby, Elgrosso, Blu, SkizeR, rob feature, DC/Hertz,
oabeieo, Second Skin, and Hein at Impact Graphics
and Product Design.
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